We argue that the evidence for neutrino mass is quite compelling. This mass raises a number of questions, which we enumerate, about neutrinos. Then we focus on one of these questions-the issue of the possible neutrino mass spectra. In particular, we explain that one can have a four-neutrino spectrum which does not require significant sterile-neutrino involvement in either the atmospheric or solar neutrino oscillations.
Before we discuss the physics of neutrinos with mass, let us step back and ask whether the evidence that neutrinos do have mass is really convincing. We believe that it is. The most compelling single piece of evidence is the observed violation of the equality φ(ν µ Up) = φ(ν µ Down) .
(
Here, φ(ν µ Up) is the total flux of atmospheric muon neutrinos observed by an underground detector to be coming upward from all directions below the horizontal at the location of the detector, while φ(ν µ Down) is the corresponding total flux observed to be coming dowmward from all directions above the horizontal. The atmospheric neutrinos are produced by cosmic rays in the earth's atmosphere all around the world, and so are incident on the detector from all directions. In considering our expectations for the relationship between φ(ν µ Up) and φ(ν µ Down), let us suppose that nothing-neither neutrino oscillation nor anything else-decreases or increases the atmospheric ν µ flux as the neutrinos travel from their points of origin to the detector. Then, as illustrated by the "Sample ν µ path" in Fig. 1 , any ν µ that enters the sphere S defined in the figure caption will eventually exit this sphere. Thus, since we are dealing with a steady-state situation, the total ν µ fluxes entering and exiting S per unit * To appear in the Proceedings of the XXXth International Conference on High Energy Physics, held in Osaka, Japan, July 27-August 2, 2000. time must be equal. Now, for neutrino energies E > a few GeV, the flux of cosmic rays that create the atmospheric neutrinos is known to be isotropic. Thus, at these energies, the atmospheric muon neutrinos are being produced at the same rate everywhere around the earth. Thanks to this spherical symmetry, the equality betwen the ν µ fluxes entering and exiting S must hold, not only for S as a whole, but at each point of S. In particular, it must hold at the location of the detector. But, as is clear from Fig. 1 , a ν µ entering S through the detector must be part of the downward flux φ(ν µ Down). One exiting S through the detector must be part of φ(ν µ Up). Thus, the equality of the ν µ fluxes entering and exiting S at the detector implies that φ(ν µ Down) = φ(ν µ Up).
1 With a bit more effort, but no additional assumptions, one can show that this equality must hold not only for the integrated downward and upward fluxes, but angle by angle. That is, the flux coming down from zenith angle θ z must equal that coming up from angle π−θ z .
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The Super-Kamiokande detector (Super-K) finds that for multi-GeV atmospheric muon neutrinos,
in strong disagreement with the expected equality of upward and downward fluxes. Thus, some mechanism must be changing the atmospheric ν µ flux while the neutrinos travel to the detector. As we see, this conclusion follows merely from the isotropy of the cosmic rays, the fact that the earth is round, and the fact that the ratio in Eq. (2) is not unity. The most attractive candidate for the mechanism that is altering the atmospheric ν µ flux is the oscillation of the muon neutrinos into neutrinos of another flavor. Indeed, neutrino oscillation fits the detailed atmospheric neutrino data very well.
3 Barring the exotic (albeit intriguing) possibility of extra spatial dimensions, neutrino oscillation implies neutrino mass.
Amusingly, an alternative candidate, neutrino decay, also fits the detailed atmospheric neutrino data well. 4 To be sure, decay within the time that a neutrino takes to traverse the earth is theoretically less likely than oscillation. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the decay model 4 survives all the comparisons with data that have so far been made. Future long-baseline neutrino experiments capable of distinguishing between the sinusoidal dependence on (distance/energy) that is characteristic of oscillation and the exponential dependence that is characteristic of decay would discriminate between the two possibilities. The decay hypothesis would also be tested by more accurate information on the rate of neutral current (NC) events induced by atmospheric neutrinos in an underground detector. If ν µ oscillates to ν τ , the NC event rate will be the same as if there were no oscillation or decay. But if neutrino decay is playing a prominent role, then the electroweak-active neutrino flux is reduced by the decay process, and so the NC event rate will be lower than when there is no oscillation or decay.
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Both the oscillation and decay explanations of the behavior of atmospheric neutrinos imply neutrino mass and mixing. Strong further evidence for mass and mixing comes from the behavior of the solar neutrinos, which can be successfully explained in terms of matter-enhanced or perhaps vacuum oscillation.
3 Finally, there is unconfirmed ev-
oscillation in the LSND experiment. 6 As we have seen, the evidence for mass and mixing from the atmospheric neutrinos is very strong indeed.
That neutrinos have mass means that there is some spectrum of three or more neutrino mass eigenstates, ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 , . . ., which are the neutrino analogues of the chargedlepton mass eigenstates, e, µ, and τ . That neutrinos mix means that the neutrino state |ν ℓ coupled by the weak interaction to the particular charged-lepton mass eigenstate ℓ (e, µ, or τ ) is not one of the neutrino mass eigenstates |ν m , but some linear combination of the neutrino mass eigenstates. That is,
where U is the unitary leptonic mixing matrix, often called the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix. 7 . The neutrino |ν ℓ is called the neutrino of "flavor" ℓ. The decays Z → ν ℓ ν ℓ are known to produce only three distinct neutrinos of definite flavor: ν e , ν µ , and ν τ . However, there may be more than three neutrinos ν m of definite mass. If, for example, there are four neutrino mass eigenstates, then one linear combination of them,
must not couple to the Z, and hence must not enjoy normal weak interactions. Consequently, this linear combination is referred to as a "sterile" neutrino.
Having learned that neutrinos almost certainly have mass and mix, we would like to learn the answers to the following questions:
• How many neutrino flavors, active and sterile, are there? Equivalently, how many neutrino mass eigenstates are there?
• What are the masses, M m , of the mass eigenstates ν m ?
• Is each neutrino of definite mass a Majorana particle (ν m = ν m ), or a Dirac particle (ν m = ν m )?
• What are the elements U ℓm of the leptonic mixing matrix?
• Does the behavior of neutrinos, in oscillation and other contexts, violate CP invariance?
• What are the electromagnetic properties of neutrinos?
In particular, what are their dipole moments?
• What are the lifetimes of the neutrinos?
What we already know about these questions, and how we might learn more, are discussed in a previous paper. 8 Here, we would only like to add to that discussion some comments on the possible neutrino mass spectra and mixings suggested by the data on oscillation.
It is generally believed that if the atmospheric, solar, and LSND neutrinos all genuinely oscillate, then nature must contain at least four nondegenerate neutrino mass eigenstates. 9 As explained previously, the four corresponding neutrino flavor eigenstates must then be ν e , ν µ , ν τ , and a neutrino which is sterile, ν S . Thus, if the atmospheric, solar, and LSND oscillations are all genuine, then nature contains a fourth neutrino quite different from the three neutrinos already familiar to us.
If the so-far unconfirmed oscillation seen in the LSND experiment is set aside, then the oscillations of the atmospheric and solar neutrinos can be explained in terms of just three neutrinos. The (Mass) 2 spectrum of these neutrinos can, for example, be as shown in Fig. 2 Figure 2 . A three-neutrino (Mass) 2 spectrum that accounts for the atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations. The neutrinos ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 are mass eigenstates. The rough flavor content of each is indicated as follows: The νe fraction of a mass eigenstate is dotted, the νµ fraction is shown by right-leaning hatching, and the ντ fraction by left-leaning hatching.
above (Mass) 2 = 0 is completely undetermined, because neutrino oscillation probabilities depend only on (Mass) 2 splittings and not on the individual underlying masses. 8 The splitting δM 2 Atmos ∼ 3 × 10 −3 eV 2 between mass eigenstates ν 3 and ν 2 is chosen to yield the observed atmospheric neutrino oscillation. The smaller splitting δM eV 2 between ν 2 and ν 1 is chosen, in this example, to be consistent with large-mixingangle MSW neutrino flavor conversion in the sun. The flavor content of the mass eigenstates is chosen in the same way.
10 An alternative spectrum in which the two closelyspaced mass eigenstates are at the top of the picture, rather than at the bottom, is also possible.
If we try to explain all reported oscillations, including the one seen by LSND, then, as already stated, the neutrino spectrum must contain at least four states. Until recently, it has been argued that, to be consistent with all oscillation data, both positive and negative, any such four-neutrino spectrum must be of the "2+2" variety.
11 That is, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , it must consist of two pairs of neutrinos, with the members of each pair closely spaced, and with an "LSND gap" of order 1 eV 2 between the two pairs. As previously explained, whenever there are four neutrino mass eigenstates, one linear combination of them must be a sterile neutrino, ν S . An interesting feature of the "2+2" fourneutrino schemes is that they predict that ν S plays a significant role either in the atmospheric neutrino oscillation or in the solar one. However, analyses of the Super-K atmospheric neutrino data disfavor atmospheric neutrino oscillation into a sterile neutrino at the 99% confidence level, 12 and are fully compatible with oscillation into an active neutrino. Furthermore, recent Super-K analyses of all the solar neutrino data disfavor solar neutrino oscillation into a sterile neutrino (either by the MSW effect or in vacuum).
3 Thus, at least to some degree, the data disfavor a major involvement of ν S in either the atmospheric or solar oscillation.
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This raises an interesting question: Suppose that, indeed, neither the neutrino state into which the atmospheric neutrinos oscillate, nor the one into which the solar ones do, is to any significant extent sterile. Would that rule out all four-neutrino explanations of the neutrino oscillation data? The answer to this question is "no".
14 The LSND experiment is now reporting 6 a somewhat lower oscillation probability than it did earlier. Thanks to this lower value, it is now possible to account for all the oscillation data with the "3+1" four-neutrino spectum shown in Fig. 4. 14 This spectrum contains three light, relatively closely-spaced mass eigenstates, ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 . These mass eigenstates are essentially fully active, and explain the atmospheric and solar oscillations in the same way as the three neutrinos in Fig. 2 do. Thus, no sterile neutrino plays a significant role in either of these oscillations. However, the spectrum of Fig. 4 also contains a fourth mass eigenstate, ν 0 , which is almost totally sterile, and which has a (Mass) 2 separated from those of ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 by an LSND gap of order 1 eV 2 . In the past, a 3+1 spectrum of this kind was excluded by an incompatibility between LSND and the negative searches for ν e and ν µ disappearance. To understand this incompatibility, we note that if the spectrum is like that of Fig. 4 , then the mass splittings between ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 are invisible in any oscillation experiment with a distance to energy ratio, L/E, like that of LSND, for which δM 2 Atmos, Solar × (L/E) << 1. Thus, in any such experiment, there seem to be only two neutrinos: ν 0 , and the ν 1 -ν 2 -ν 3 complex, whch appears to be only one neutrino. Hence, for any such experiment, the probabilities P (ν ℓ → ν ℓ ′ ) of the oscillations ν ℓ → ν ℓ ′ are described by the two-neutrino formulae
and
Here, P ℓ ≡ |U ℓH | 2 , where ν H is the heavier of the two neutrino mass eigenstates, and δM 2 is the (Mass) 2 splitting between these eigenstates. For the "quasi-twoneutrino"spectrum of Fig. 4 , δM 2 = δM
LSND
and P ℓ = |U ℓ0 | 2 . In particular, P e is the ν e (dotted) fraction of ν 0 , and P µ is the ν µ (right-leaning hatched) fraction. From Eq. (5), we see that for any assumed value of δM 2 LSND , the LSND ν µ
→ ν e ( -) oscillation determines an allowed range for P e P µ . But, from Eq. (6), we see that for the same assumed (Mass) 2 splitting, the negative searches at reactors for ν e disappearance through oscillation place an upper limit on P e . Similarly, the negative searches at accelerators for ν µ disappearance place an upper limit on P µ . With the ν µ ( -) → ν e ( -) oscillation probability reported earlier by LSND, there was no value of δM 2 LSND for which the LSND-allowed range for P e P µ was not incompatible with the upper limit on P e P µ coming from the negative searches for ν e and ν µ disappearance. However, with the new, smaller oscillation probability being reported now by LSND, there are several values of δM 2 LSND for which the LSND-allowed range for P e P µ and the upper limit on this quantity from the negative searches for disappearance are not incompatible. Thus, the 3+1 spectrum of Fig. 4 is a possible explanation of all the present neutrino oscillation data, even though it does not imply substantial sterile-neutrino involvement in either the atmospheric or solar neutrino oscillations. It will be interesting to see whether this spectrum can withstand future tests.
In conclusion, the evidence for neutrino mass has become quite convincing. However, we are just beginning to learn how many neutrinos there are, whether there are any sterile neutrinos, and what the neutrino masses and mixings are. While oscillation data already constrain the neutrino mass spectrum and neutrino mixing, a fair number of possibilities remain. In neutrino physics, interesting years lie ahead.
